Use NEJM.org for teaching and learning
VIDEOS IN CLINICAL MEDICINE demonstrate common
clinical procedures. Viewable at NEJM.org, these videos
are peer-reviewed for accuracy and chaptered for easy
reference. They provide a concise review of
the procedure, including preparation, equipment,
and more.
Weekly QUICK TAKE videos present highlights of important articles in an engaging, animated format. These
brief videos offer a succinct, innovated way to understand
important new research findings that have an impact on
medical practice and patient care.
Twice each week, NEJM publishes images that are typically striking examples of a common clinical presentation
along with accompanying text. IMAGES IN CLINICAL
MEDICINE help physicians-in-training recognize common
conditions and make more timely, accurate diagnoses.
The IMAGE CHALLENGE presents an acclaimed NEJM
medical image and asks the viewer to make a diagnosis or
answer a question. Answers can be submitted for immediate feedback, and each Image Challenge includes links to
supporting articles.
With INTERACTIVE MEDICAL CASES, users virtually manage an actual peer-reviewed case. View videos, lab results,
and brief commentary that explain important concepts.
The CASE CHALLENGE feature provides the case
description from an upcoming Case Record of the
MGH — but without the diagnosis. Users vote on the
patient’s diagnosis and choose which diagnostic test(s)
to order. The correct diagnosis and a full description of
the case are published soon after.
CLINICAL PROBLEM-SOLVING follows top clinicians as
they are presented with data in stages to simulate a clinical
setting. They make recommendations and decisions based
on the information provided, and share their reasoning.

CASE RECORDS OF THE MGH
describes the treatment of an actual
case, offering insights into the expert
physicians’ medical decision-making,
differential diagnosis, and progressive
workup of symptoms and treatment
options.
POWERPOINT SLIDE SETS make it easy to present NEJM
articles, figures, and tables. Slide Sets include a summary
of key points, along with all visuals and citations. You
can also download POWERPOINT IMAGES. Access any
image, illustration, or table from NEJM as a PowerPoint
slide with a single click. Each slide includes the title and
citation information, and the caption for the image is automatically added to the Notes section of your PowerPoint
presentation.
The CLINICAL AND RESIDENT BRIEFING is a weekly
email with summaries of two current articles that are particularly valuable for teaching. Clinical Pearls and Morning
Report Questions help teachers and residents focus on
an article’s topics. Links are provided to full-text, PDFs,
PowerPoint Slides and Slide Sets, and videos.
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